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Australia Dossier

by Robert Barwick and Allen Douglas

Queen rewrites Australian Constitution
Her Majesty's royal retainers are leaving the Queen out, but will
put a lot of other evil things in.
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construction of a bridge to the island.
An uproar en:med, during which it
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write home about. First drafted in Aus
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could possibly capture the absurdity of

tion of the British colonies on the Aus- ,

by white anthropologists.

women's business," as it was called,

the debate on "constitutional reform"

tralian

single

Another reason proffered for why
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a
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called them), and to give final power

member of the CCF is Gary Sturgess,

for "God, Queen, and Country," is

on crucial issues to the Queen, through

one of only 12 Australian members of

Prime Minister John Howard, who re

the governor general. But, what is be

the Mont Pelerin Society, the Crown's

luctantly pronounces himself willing

ing planned now, is much worse. And,

foremost economic warfare body.

to accept "community sentiment" on a

like the first one, this one is being writ

Presidential system. In the other cor

ten in London.

The CCF is jointly funded by the
federal and state governments, and by
some of the largest establishment

ner are the fire-breathing "republi

One of the tip-offs that this one is
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worse, is that those who are most fa

banks and insurance and mining com
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natical about rewriting the constitu
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British finance. Such companies have

But, there is an anomaly here: The

original land rights." The overlap is

also poured in funds to the Melbourne
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not surprising: As EIR has docu

University Law School Foundation,

are closest to the Crown! They in

mented, "aboriginal land rights" is part

which sponsors Saunders's "school of
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member of Her Majesty's Privy Coun
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nation-state;
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Prince

provided the funds for Prince Philip's
West.:rn

Mining

Corp.,

the Constitutional Centenary Founda

mother" of all environmentalist and

lop, NAB, and the Smorgon Charita

tion (CCF), the main body pushing for

aboriginal land rights operations in

ble Trust.

constitutional reform; Gov. Gen. Sir

Australia.

With this backing, the project is

William Deane, Her Majesty's current

Her Majesty's loyal retainers want

galloping ahead. Prime Minister How
ard has called an historic "people's

official representative in Australia;

the constitution rewritten by 2001, the

and Malcolm Turnbull, a merchant

centenary of Federation. Toward this

convention" for November or Decem

banker who heads the Australian Re

end, the CCF and the South Australian

ber, for which half the delegates will

publican Movement, and who for a

government sponsored a convention

be elected in a nationwide poll in Au

long time was the in-house lawyer for

in Adelaide on April 20-23. The dele

gust, and the other half appointed by

billionaire gambling and media mag

gates voted for an Australian head of

the federal government. Speaking at

nate Kerry Packer. The latter is seen

state, and to enshrine "indigenous cus

the opening of ,he just-concluded Ad

from time to time in Her Majesty's box

tomary law" as part of the constitution.

elaide convention, the Queen's gover

at Ascot, and is bosom buddies with

Such "indigenous law" is, in fact,

nor general, the pro-land rights Sir
William Deane, gave a foretaste of

several of Her Majesty's favorite fi

customarily written by Prince Philip's

nanciers, including Lord Jacob Roth

buddies. One notorious case involved

what is to come. Deane declared that

schild and Sir Jimmy Goldsmith.

CCF Vice Chairman Cheryl Saunders,

at least 25% of the Australian constitu

That said, it must be admitted that

a professor of law at Melbourne Uni

tion was "superfluous," and that much

the present constitution is nothing to

versity. On the basis of her report that

of the rest should be "altered" as well.
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